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Abstract Adaptive switching between multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
transmission strategies like diversity and spatial multiplexing is a flexible approach to respond
to channel variations. It is desirable to obtain accurate estimates of the switching points
between these transmission schemes to realize the capacity gains made possible by adaptive switching. In this paper, it is shown that the accuracy of switching point estimates for
switching between statistical beamforming and spatial multiplexing is improved by taking
into account the effects of mutual coupling between antenna array elements. The impact of
mutual coupling on the ergodic capacities of these two transmission strategies is analyzed,
by deriving expressions for the same. Adaptive switching between combinations of transmission strategies and antenna array configurations (using reconfigurable antenna arrays) is
shown to produce maximum capacity gains. Expressions for the switching points between
transmission strategies and/or antenna configurations, including mutual coupling effects, are
derived and used to explore the influence of mutual coupling on the estimates. Finally, measurements taken from reconfigurable rectangular patch antenna arrays are used to validate
the analytical results.
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1 Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems employ multiple antennas at the transmitter
and receiver to introduce spatial degrees of freedom [1–3], which can be utilized to obtain
higher link robustness using diversity schemes or higher capacity gains using spatial multiplexing. Beamforming is a diversity-based transmission strategy, where all the signal energy
is sent across the strongest eigenmode of the channel [4,5]. Spatial multiplexing (SM) [6–8]
is a transmission technique where a single data stream is split (or multiplexed) into multiple
spatial streams, to provide high data rates with no sacrifice in bandwidth.
Adaptive switching between diversity schemes and spatial multiplexing can lead to higher
link robustness and using limited feedback, can approach the capacity of a MIMO system
with full channel knowledge at the transmitter [9–12]. Adaptive switching can occur using
either instantaneous channel state information [10] or spatial correlation [11]. Using instantaneous channel state information for adaptive switching requires frequent feedback and may
not be practical for rapidly varying wireless channels. In this paper, we use spatial correlation information for switching between transmission strategies. It has been shown in [13]
that spatial correlation provides a good measure for the ergodic capacity and outage probability of a given system with multiple antennas at the transmitter. Hence, the spatial correlation of a channel plays a dominant role in determining the optimal transmit strategy. As it
also varies more slowly than the instantaneous channel, adaptation using spatial correlation
provides a balance between performance and reduced feedback requirements. Previous work
on spatial correlation-based switching considered adaptive switching between diversity
modes like statistical beamforming (SBF), and spatial multiplexing [11]. Switching points
between these transmission strategies were derived, using ergodic capacity as a switching criterion in [11], as a function of the transmit and receive correlations in the channel,
which in turn are a function of the channel and antenna parameters [14,15]. It has been shown
in [15] that antenna geometry in particular has a significant impact on the achievable data
rates.
In this article, we describe adaptive switching between combinations of antenna configurations and the transmission strategies, in response to varying channel conditions, to
obtain maximum capacity gains [16,17]. The additional degree of freedom, obtained by varying antenna configurations, can be introduced using reconfigurable MIMO antenna arrays
[18–22]. These antenna arrays, constructed using PIN diodes or RF MEMS switches, allow
switching between different array configurations in response to changing channel statistics,
to optimize performance criteria like bit error rate or capacity. Previous work in adaptive
switching, however, does not take into account the impact of mutual coupling (MC) on the
switching points between different transmission strategies and/or array configurations.
With the growing demand for smaller mobile handsets [23], multiple antennas can not be
placed far apart. Consequently, the effect of mutual coupling (MC) on the achievable data
rates can not be ignored. The impact of MC on channel capacity has been studied in [24–32].
In [24], it was shown that MC can increase system capacity, due to pattern diversity and
in [25], the authors describe conditions beyond which MC will no longer affect the spatial
correlation of the channel. The impact of MC on MIMO channel capacity has been studied
in [26] from a network theory perspective, and in [27], by analyzing the combined influence
of the channel matrix and SNR on systems performance. Expressions for the correlation
matrix of a MIMO channel are derived in [28], in terms of MC. In [29], the authors use
scattering matrices (called S-matrices) of the antenna systems to study MC effects. In [30]
and [31], the authors propose methods to use MC to introduce pattern diversity and increase
MIMO channel capacity. Finally, in [32], the impact of MC between the array elements on
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the performance of the adaptive array antennas and on the design of adaptive algorithms is
studied.
In our previous work [33], we analyzed the impact of antenna array configurations on the
switching points between SBF and SM. We derived closed-form expressions for the switching
points for a two element uniform linear array (ULA) as a function of antenna geometry and
channel statistics. There has been no work done before to study the impact of MC on adaptive
switching. In this paper, we study the impact of MC on switching between SBF and SM. The
effect of MC on adaptive switching between combinations of transmission strategies and/or
antenna array configurations (using reconfigurable antenna arrays) is also explored. We use
measurement results taken using a reconfigurable rectangular patch antenna constructed in
[17] to show that we can improve the accuracy of the switching points (in some instances,
up to 15 dB improvement is seen), by including MC in the evaluation process. With adaptive
switching fast gaining popularity due to its inclusion in standards like IEEE 802.16e [34],
this improvement in accuracy is highly desirable. To summarize, in this paper, we
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

derive ergodic capacity expressions for SBF and SM, including MC effects, and use
them to show the impact of MC on the capacity gains obtained for SBF and SM,
analyze adaptive switching between SBF and SM, by deriving switching point expressions, as a function of channel spatial correlation and the S-matrix of the antenna array
configuration used,
establish that adaptive switching between both the transmission strategy and/or array
configuration (using reconfigurable antenna arrays) yields maximum capacity gains,
derive expressions for switching between the transmission strategies and array configurations, as a function of the spatial correlation in the channel and antenna parameters
(including MC effects), and
use actual measurements taken from a reconfigurable rectangular patch antenna (used
in [17]) to validate the analytical results.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system and channel models,
the antenna array configurations used, and the capacity evaluation, including MC. In Sect. 3,
we derive ergodic capacity expressions for a MIMO channel using SBF and SM (for linear receivers), including MC. The switching points between SBF and SM are obtained in
Sect. 3.3. We describe adaptive switching between transmission strategies and antenna array
configurations, taking MC into account in Sect. 4. This is followed by the conclusion in
Sect. 5.

2 System Description and Performance Evaluation
In this section, we describe the system and channel models, the antenna configuration and
structure, and finally, capacity evaluation including mutual coupling effects.
2.1 System Model
Consider a MIMO system with MT transmit and M R receive antennas. Assuming a block
time-invariant channel, the discrete-time input-output relation of the MIMO system (the
discrete time index has been dropped for the sake of convenience) is given by

Es
y=
Hs + n
(1)
MT
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where y ∈ C M R ×1 is the received signal, s ∈ C MT ×1 is the transmit signal constrained such
that its covariance matrix, Rss = E {ss† }1 , satisfies Tr(Rss ) = MT and E s is the total average
energy available at the transmitter over a symbol period. The MIMO channel transfer matrix
is denoted by H ∈ C M R ×MT , and n ∈ C M R ×1 is the complex additive white Gaussian noise
at the receive antennas, with E {nn† } = No I M R .
2.2 Channel Model
We use the popular Kronecker model [14,35] for our analysis of the narrowband MIMO
system. According to the Kronecker model, the channel transfer matrix is given by
1/2

1/2

H = Rr Hw Rt

(2)

where Rt and Rr denote the transmit and receive spatial correlation matrices, respectively,
and Hw ∈ C M R ×MT , is a matrix of independent complex i.i.d. Gaussian entries with zero
mean and unit variance. The channel matrix, H, is normalized so that E {H2F } = MT M R .
In the presence of a large amount of correlation, it has been shown in [36] that the capacity predicted by the Kronencker model is lower than the measured capacity and does not
describe the multipath structure of the channel accurately [36–39]. In this article, however,
we prefer to use the Kronecker model due to its analytical tractability. We use the clustered
channel model [40] for our analysis. It is shown in [41] that channel models disregarding
cluster effects overestimate channel capacity. The clustered model has also been validated
through measurements [42,43] and variations have been used for different standards like
IEEE 802.11n Technical Group [44] and the 3GPP Technical Specification Group [45] for
system design and evaluation of cellular systems.
2.3 Antenna Design and Measurements
In this section, we discuss the antenna array architecture used in this paper and report on measured S-parameters. We do not describe the reconfigurable array configuration here, which is
discussed in Sect. 4. We consider an array of two vertically polarized rectangular patch antennas. For our analysis, the performance of rectangular patch antennas operating at a frequency
of 2.45 GHz was measured. The construction of the antenna array is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Design and construction of the rectangular patch antenna array used in our analysis
1 In this article, X refers to a matrix of the specified size. The transpose and Hermitian transpose of X is given
by XT , and X† respectively. An identity matrix of size R is denoted by I R . Also, Tr(Y) and |Y| refer to the
trace and determinant of a square matrix Y, respectively. E{.} refers to the ergodic mean and Y F stands for

the Frobenius norm of Y.
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Table 1 Measured scattering parameters (magnitude in dB and angle in degrees) for the rectangular patch
antenna arrays
Separation

S11

S21

S12

S22

λ/2
2λ

−6.5 33.6◦
−7.1 29.7◦

−21.4 89.8◦
−25.3 103.4◦

−21.4 89.8◦
−25.3 103.4◦

−8.0 −17.1◦
−6.4 29.8◦

Fig. 2 Radiation patterns of the rectangular patch antennas, for an inter-element spacing (a) λ/2, and
(b) 2λ. The radiation pattern of the antenna when we do not consider MC (given by the dashed line) has
been superimposed for sake of comparison. The bold line in the center of the polar plots represent the plane
of the rectangular patch antenna

The S-parameters were measured with a calibrated Agilent N5230A Network Analyzer
by mounting the antennas at inter-element spacings of half wavelength and two wavelengths.
The measured scattering parameter values corresponding to the antenna resonance frequency
of 2.45 GHz for antenna element spacings of λ/2 and 2λ are given in Table 1, where λ refers
to the wavelength. The radiation patterns associated with a rectangular patch antenna array,
for inter-element spacings of λ/2 and 2λ are given in Fig. 2. The bold line in the middle of
the polar plots in Fig. 2 represents the plane of the rectangular patch antennas. The radiation
pattern of a single rectangular patch antenna (shown by a dashed line) has been superimposed on the plots, to make the pattern distortion caused by mutual coupling between the
antenna elements evident. These antenna radiation patterns were obtained using FEKO [46],
an electromagnetic software that relies on a hybrid method of moments and finite element
method for simulating near-field propagation effects.
2.4 Capacity Performance
In this section, we describe an equivalent channel representation that takes into account
mutual coupling, in terms of the S-matrices of the antenna arrays. The pattern distortion
induced by mutual coupling is accounted for in the channel matrix, H. Let the MT and M R
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mutually coupled transmit and receive antennas be characterized by the S-matrices, ST and
S R respectively. Then, from [47], the effective channel transfer matrix, Heff is given by the
two equivalent expressions in (3)
Heff = (I M R − S R ) H(I MT − ST )
1/2

Heff = (I M R − S R )Rr

1/2

Hw Rt (I MT − ST ).

(3)

We denote the transmit and receive coupling matrices by CT = I MT −ST and C R = I M R −S R
respectively. When there is no mutual coupling on the transmit and receive antenna sides
(when the antennas are placed far enough), then CT = I MT and C R = I M R . This gives
1/2
1/2
Heff = Rr Hw Rt , as shown in (2). Hence, we see that (3) is a more general expression
that reduces to the well known expression given by (2), in special cases.
We now show how the coupling matrices can be incorporated into the ergodic capacity
expressions for a MIMO channel to account for MC effects. The ergodic capacity of a MIMO
channel is given by


 b/s
1


C = max E log2 I M R +
(4)
HRss H† 
Rss
No
Hz
where the maximization is performed over all possible Rss , such that Tr (Rss ) = E s . To
incorporate the effect of mutual coupling in (4), we replace H by Heff to give



1

†  b/s
.
(5)
Heff Rss Heff
C = max E log2 I M R +

Rss
No
Hz
We now show the impact of MC on the ergodic capacity of a MIMO channel. We consider the rectangular patch antenna array described in the previous section, with a spacing of

Fig. 3 Comparison of the ergodic capacities obtained for IEEE 802.11n channel model A, when (a) we do
not consider mutual coupling at all, (b) we consider mutual coupling only on the transmit side, and (c) we
consider mutual coupling at both the transmit and receive sides
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λ/2 between the antenna elements. Using (5) and (4), the effect of MC is shown in Fig. 3,
for the IEEE 802.11n channel model A [44]. It is seen from the figure that at SNR = 20 dB, the
ergodic capacity obtained is overestimated by about 2.3 bps/Hz, when we do not
consider the impact of mutual coupling at all. When we consider the impact of mutual
coupling only at the transmit side, the ergodic capacity is lower by 1.3 bps/Hz, compared to
the case when we do not consider mutual coupling at all. From this, it is evident that it is
necessary to consider the impact of mutual coupling to get a realistic estimate of the actual
capacity gains.

3 SBF and SM Capacity Analysis with MC
In this section, we derive expressions for the ergodic capacity of a MIMO system employing SBF and SM, incorporating MC effects. We analyze the impact of MC on the ergodic
capacities of SBF and SM, using these expressions, for a single-sided correlated channel
with zero correlation and zero mutual coupling between antenna elements at the receive side.
From Fig. 3, it is evident that to get the maximum accuracy, we need to consider MC at both
the transmit and receive sides. This, however, will make the derivations very complicated.
Hence, to make our analysis tractable, we will consider only single-sided correlation at the
transmit side and zero mutual coupling at the receiver, i.e. we let S R = 0 and Rr = I M R . We
also assume that MT = M R = M for simplicity.
3.1 Capacity of MIMO System Using SBF, Including MC
In this article, we analyze statistical beamforming [5], which is a low-complexity transmission strategy that sends all the data along the strongest eigenmode of the channel using
statistical information of the channel at the transmitter, instead of instantaneous channel state
information (to reduce feedback requirements).
Due to the assumption of single-sided correlation at the transmitter and zero MC at the
receiver, we consider only the transmit side spatial correlation and S-matrices. Let the eigenvalue decomposition of the Hermitian transmit covariance matrix, Rt = UT T U†T . Similarly,
CT = UC T C T UC† T . In SBF, since all the data is transmitted over the strongest channel, the
B F = U B F  B F (U B F )† , where
transmit signal covariance matrix, Rss can be written as Rss
Rss Rss
Rss
 BRssF = diag{E s , 0, 0, . . .}. We associate the first column of U RBssF to correspond to the largest eigenvalue of the channel. Similarly, the first eigenvalues in the matrices C T and T ,
max and λmax respectively. For the case
correspond to the largest eigenvalues denoted by λC
T
T
of single sided correlation at the transmit side and zero MC at the receive side, the ergodic
capacity using SBF is obtained from (5) as



1

† 
CSBF = E log2 I M +
Heff Rss Heff

No



1

1/2
† †/2 † 
= E log2 I M +
Hw Rt CT Rss CT Rt Hw 
No

(6)

where (6) is obtained from (3) by letting Rr = I M and C R = I M . Simplifying (6) using
the eigenvalue decompositions of Rt , CT and Rss , and the matrix property |I M + AB| =
|I M + BA|, we get
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the ergodic capacities obtained for different angle of arrival and angular spread
combinations, using statistical beamforming, for SNR = 20 dB




E s max 2 max † 

CSBF = E log2 I M +
(λC T ) λT z̃z̃ 
No
 b/s

max 2 max †
= E log2 (1 + ρ(λC
) λT z̃ z̃)
(7)
T
Hz

T
where z̃ = z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z M R . Here, z i is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and unit variance. Note that ρ = E s /No . For the special case of zero mutual coupling
max = 1, reducing (7) to the expression in [11] (where mutual coupling
at the transmit side, λC
T
between antenna elements was not taken into account)

 b/s
†
CSBF = E log2 (1 + ρλmax
.
T z̃ z̃)
Hz
An upper bound for the ergodic capacity of a MIMO system employing SBF can be
obtained from (7) as
max 2 max
) λT E {z̃† z̃}})
CSBF ≤ log2 (1 + ρ E {(λC
T
max 2 max
= log2 (1 + ρ(λC
) λT E {z̃† z̃})
T
b/s
max 2 max
= log2 (1 + ρ(λC
) λT M R )
T
Hz

(8)
(9)
(10)

max )2 λmax is a
where (8) is obtained from Jensen’s inequality, and (9), from the fact that (λC
T
T
constant. For the special case of no mutual coupling, (10) reduces to the upper bound obtained
in [11].
We now proceed to show the impact of MC on the ergodic capacity of a MIMO system
using SBF. Figure 4 compares the ergodic capacity of the case when MC is accounted for, to
that obtained when MC is not included in the analysis, for different angles of arrival and angular spreads. The rectangular patch antenna array described in Sect. 2.3 is used with a spacing
of λ/2, at SNR = 20 dB. We see that the difference in the two values of ergodic capacities
can be as much as 2 bps/Hz. We further explore the impact of MC on the ergodic capacity
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the ergodic capacities obtained for IEEE 802.11n channel model A, using statistical
beamforming

obtained using SBF, and the closeness of the upper bound derived in (10) by using the IEEE
802.11n channel model A [44], for the same antenna array configuration. From Fig. 5, we see
that that not considering the impact of MC will overestimate the ergodic capacity by about
1 bps/Hz over almost the entire SNR range, for this specific channel condition. The upper
bound derived in (10) is also shown in Fig. 5. We can see that it is a very close approximation
to the actual ergodic capacity curve. Also, for a spectral efficiency of 5 bps/Hz, we see that
in practice, we need 3.5 dB (i.e. 2.24 times) more signal power, when we consider the impact
of MC. Hence, it is evident that we need to account for MC effects to obtain more accurate
estimates of the capacity gains.
3.2 Capacity of MIMO System Using Spatial Multiplexing, Including MC
For SM with linear receivers, the MIMO channel is decoupled into MT (= M) parallel
streams [48]. Even though minimum mean-square error (MMSE) receivers outperform the
zero-forcing (ZF) receivers, for the sake of simplicity, we consider only ZF receivers here.
The conditional post-processing SNR for the kth stream for a ZF receiver, ρk , is given by
ρk =

ρ
1
†
MT (H H )−1
eff eff

(11)
k,k

where Heff is given by (3) and [· · ·]k,k denotes the kth diagonal element. To make our analysis
tractable, we make the assumption of single sided correlation at the transmit side and zero
1/2
1/2
MC at the receive side, i.e. (I M R − S R )Rr = I M R . We denote Rt (I MT − ST ) = (Rt )1/2 .
Then, from [11], the ergodic capacity of a MIMO system employing SM using a ZF receiver
can be obtained as
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the ergodic capacities obtained for different angle of arrival and angular spread
combinations, using spatial multiplexing, for SNR = 20 dB

M

CSM =

e

k=1

|Rtkk |MT
|Rt |ρ

ln 2



|Rkk |MT
 0, t
|Rt |ρ


(12)

where Rtkk corresponds to Rt with the k th row and column removed and (., .) is the
incomplete Gamma function.
An upper bound of the capacity of SM with ZF can be obtained from [11] to be


k
M
1
k
CSM ≤ log2 1 +
ρ
|Rt | tr k (A)
MT
k=1


k
M
1
k
= log2 1 +
(ρ|CT |)
|Rt | tr k (A)
(13)
MT
k=1

where A = diag(1/|Rt11 |, . . . , 1/|RtMT MT |) and trk (.) denotes the kth elementary symmetric
function (e.s.f.), defined as
tr k (X) =

k

α i=1

α

λx,αi =

|Xα |

(14)

α

for arbitrary Hermitian positive-definite X ∈ Cn×n . In (14), the sum is over all ordered
α
α = {α1 , . . . αk } ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, λx,i denotes the ith eigenvalue of X, and Xα is the k × k
principle submatrix of X formed by taking only the rows and columns indexed by α [11].
Figure 6 compares the two cases when we include MC in our evaluation of the ergodic
capacity of a MIMO system using SM and when we do not, for the rectangular patch antenna
array described in Sect. 2.3 with a spacing of λ/2 at SNR = 20 dB. The difference in the two
values of ergodic capacities is as much as 3.5 bps/Hz. This difference in ergodic capacities
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the ergodic capacities obtained for IEEE 802.11n channel model A, using spatial
multiplexing

is much greater in the case of SM as compared to SBF. This is because calculation of the
ergodic capacity for SM uses all the eigenvalues of the effective channel. In SBF, however,
only the largest eigenvalue is used to calculate the ergodic capacity, as shown in (7). We
further explore the impact of MC on the ergodic capacity of SM for the same configuration described above and for the IEEE 802.11n channel model A. It is seen from the figure
that not considering the impact of MC will overestimate the ergodic capacity by 2 bps/Hz
for SNR = 20 dB. The upper bound derived in (14) is also shown in Fig. 7. For a spectral
efficiency of 5 bps/Hz, we see that in practice, we need 3.7 dB (i.e. 2.34 times) more signal
power. Hence, accounting for MC is important to obtain realistic estimates of the capacity
gains that can be obtained using SM.
3.3 Adaptive Switching between SBF and SM, Including MC
We use the ergodic capacity upper bounds from Sect. 3 to obtain closed-form expressions for
the switching points between SBF and SM, including mutual coupling. As in the previous
section, we consider single-sided correlation at the transmitter, zero MC at the receiver.
The switching point between SBF and SM is the positive root of the expression obtained
by equating the upper bounds for both the cases, as given by equating (10) and (13), as per
M
k−1
ρCP
k=1

1
|Rt |
MT

k
max 2 max
tr k (A) − (λC
) λT M R = 0 .
T

(15)

For MT = M R = 2, (15) can be simplified to
ρCP =

max )2 λmax − |R |tr (A)
4(λC
t 1
T
T
1
2
2 |Rt | tr 2 (A)

.

(16)
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Fig. 8 Impact of mutual coupling on the switching points between SBF and SM for the rectangular patch
array configuration with an inter-element spacing of λ/2

To illustrate our results, we consider the rectangular patch array with an inter-element
spacing of λ/2 between the elements, as mentioned in the previous section. Figure 8 shows
the variation of switching points (from (16)) over angles of arrival and angular spreads, when
we take into account mutual coupling effects and when we do not, for SNR = 20 dB. Some of
the switching points, particularly those for small angular spreads, are very high. This implies
that for practical conditions, SBF will always be used, with the need for switching never
arising, as SBF always outperforms SM for these low values of angular spreads. The difference in switching points as seen from the plot is as large as 14.5 dB for an angle of arrival
(AoA) of 220◦ and an angular spread (AS) of 60◦ . A few other examples of the difference in
switching point values include 6.28 dB for AS = 30◦ and AoA = 120◦ , 7.60 dB for AS = 30◦
and AoA = 160◦ and 5.58 dB for AS = 20◦ , AoA = 200◦ , etc. As Fig. 8 shows, we can obtain
significantly more accurate estimates of the switching points between SBF and SM for a
fixed configuration, if we consider the impact of mutual coupling.

4 Adaptive Switching between Transmission Schemes and Antenna Configurations
In this section, we show that adaptively switching between both—the transmission strategies
and antenna configurations will lead to maximum capacity gains [17], in contrast to adaptively switching between only the transmission strategy for a fixed antenna configuration.
We switch between combinations of transmission schemes and antenna array configurations,
in response to varying channel conditions. For our analysis, we consider a reconfigurable
MIMO array using the same rectangular patch antennas that we described in Sect. 2.3. We
first describe the construction of the reconfigurable antenna array and then proceed to extend
the switching point expressions obtained in Sect. 3.3 to the case where switching occurs
between different transmission strategies and/or antenna configurations (including the effect
of MC). We finally use the measurement results from Sect. 2.3, with the IEEE 802.11n
channel model B [44] to verify our analysis.
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Fig. 9 Pictorial representation of the reconfigurable antenna arrays with three antenna elements, (a) represents an antenna array with element spacing λ/2, and (b) represents an antenna array with element spacing
2λ. It is to be noted that each circle represents each single antenna element

Fig. 10 Comparison of the switching points between configuration 1 and 2, and SBF and SM, to validate
switching between transmission schemes and antenna array configurations

4.1 Reconfigurable Antenna Array Configuration
The reconfigurable antenna array is constructed using three rectangular patch antennas, as
shown in Fig. 9. At any instant, only two of the three antennas (antennas 1 and 2 or antennas
1 and 3) are active, thereby yielding two different array configurations [17].
4.2 Switching Points between SBF and SM, for Different Configurations
The switching point expressions are derived from those in Sect. 3.3, by assuming that configuration 1 is used for SM and configuration 2 is used for SBF. In that case the switching
point between configuration 1-SBF and configuration 2-SM, is obtained as
ρCP =

max )2 λmax − |R |tr (A )
4(λC
t,2 1
2
T,1
T ,1
1
2
2 |Rt,2 | tr 2 (A2 )

(17)

max and λmax correspond to the maximum eigenvalues of the coupling matrix and
where λC
T,1
T ,1
the spatial correlation matrix at the transmit side respectively, for configuration 1, Rt,2 is the
transmit correlation matrix for configuration 2, and A2 is defined for configuration 2.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the switching points obtained for different angle of arrival and angular spread combinations, for configuration 1-SBF and configuration 2-SM at SNR = 20 dB

We motivate the need for adaptively switching between both the transmission strategy and
configuration in Fig. 10. We employ the reconfigurable antenna described in Sect. 4.1, and
use the IEEE 802.11n channel model B [44]. For sake of simplicity, we denote the array configuration in Fig. 9 with inter-element spacing λ/2 as configuration 1 and the configuration
with inter-element spacing 2λ as configuration 2. From Fig. 10, we see that configuration 1
performs better for SBF and configuration 2 has higher ergodic capacity for SM. Thus, at
19 dB, if we switch from configuration 1-SBF to configuration 2-SM, we can obtain maximum
capacity gains.
If we use a fixed antenna configuration 1, we would adaptively switch from SBF to SM
only at SNR ≥27 dB, as shown in the figure. Thus, for all practical values of SNR, we
would transmit using SBF. For SNR ≥ 19 dB, configuration 2-SM performs considerably
better than configuration 1-SBF and configuration 1-SM, the difference in ergodic capacities
being as large as 4 bps/Hz for SNR = 30 dB. Hence, by using only configuration 1, we lose
the capacity gains that can be obtained by using configuration 2 for SNR ≥ 19 dB. On the
other hand, if we use only configuration 2, we would lose 1 bps/Hz for all values of SNR
≤19 dB, as configuration 1-SBF outperforms configuration 2 in this SNR range. Thus, if we
switch between configuration 1-SBF (that has the maximum ergodic capacity for SNR ≤ 19
dB) and configuration 2-SM (that has the maximum ergodic capacity for SNR ≥ 19 dB) at
SNR = 19 dB, we obtain the best capacity gains.
We now proceed to show the impact of MC on the switching points when we switch
adaptively between both the transmission schemes and the antenna array configurations. In
Fig. 11, we plot the variation of switching point estimates, obtained from (17), between
configuration 1-SBF and configuration 2-SM, for different AoAs and ASs at SNR = 20 dB.
From Fig. 11, it is seen that we need to include MC in the evaluation of switching points to
obtain significantly more accurate estimates. Examples of the large disparity in the switching
point estimates, when we account for MC and when we do not, are 10.6 dB for AoA = 240◦
and AS = 16◦ , 10 dB for AoA = 50◦ and AS = 11◦ , 9.27 dB for AoA = 40◦ and AS = 40◦ ,
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etc. Thus, the benefits of adaptive switching can be realized by making the switching point
estimates as accurate as possible, by incorporating MC effects.
This gives us an insight into how antenna geometries might be reconfigured adaptively in
response to the channel parameters to improve performance. In particular, SBF benefits from
using antennas that are close together as the higher correlation between the antenna elements
allows the channel to have a stronger single spatial direction. SM works better with antennas
that are further apart. This causes the multiple streams to have lower correlation between
them, which is beneficial for SM. This motivates the development of reconfigurable MIMO
antenna arrays.

5 Conclusion
In this article, we derived expressions for the ergodic capacities of two different MIMO transmission strategies, statistical beamforming and spatial multiplexing, by incorporating the
effect of mutual coupling. We also derived expressions for the switching points between the
two transmission strategies, taking into account mutual coupling effects, which can improve
the accuracy of the estimated switching point by up to 15 dB. We also examined the effect
of mutual coupling on the adaptive switching between antenna configurations and transmission strategies, to obtain maximum capacity gains. We conclude that accounting for mutual
coupling effects when evaluating capacity gains, or switching points for adaptively switching between transmission strategies and/or antenna array configurations will improve the
accuracy of the estimates significantly.
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